
 

DongriToDubai Hindi Version is a Hindi translation of DongriToDubai. This book is published in Delhi, India in 2014. The author has used the Hindi version to create this book for people who are interested to read Hindi translation of DongriToDubai which was originally written in English. If you are interested in reading this version, you can get it on Amazon Kindle store or GumRoad for free
download. This article will tell you more about the author of this book and some review quotes from various people who had read this book before them. They had given positive feed back like 'A good job', 'Every reader should consider buying it', and 'I would recommend this for anyone'. To know more about this Book, you can buy it at the following link of Amazon Kindle store.
https://www.gumroad.com/l/DongriToDubaiHindiVersionPdf Poetry is an art that appeals not only to intellect but also to emotions, and if several of these are combined, it becomes more powerful. The great poet Rabindranath Tagore once said, “The simple fact is poetry does not express one thing but a thousand different things for which all are relevant. ” Poetry reflects feelings, emotions, thoughts,
varied moods and even provides us with plenty of entertainment. Poetry is an art of expression. It is the most significant mode of literary expression. A writer who does not care for poetry is like a painter without colors or a musician without music. Poetry is the language of the soul. Its expressions are direct and simple like prose but more complex like music. Poetry has various forms like Gurbani
(Spiritual Messages), Saram (verses), Ghazals (Love Songs), Khayal (Canzonets) etc., all originating in India, the motherland of the fine arts. For the first time, the writer has created a Hindi translation of “DongriToDubai” in this book. This book is called as DongriToDubaiHindi Version. This book has been translated from English original by Mr.Asit Jain. He has efficiently translated the English
words and sentences into Hindi such that it reads like a story for children rather than read like a boring collection of poems. The story of this book mainly deals with two friends – one is Harnam and other is Pavan – both were born in Dongri and both belong to the same village Pavan (Dubai) and Harnam (Dongri). These two friends don't know each other in their village, but when they are in their
early childhood, they both become best friends. They are always together and never fail to be together. They both end up going to the same small town called Dubai situated on the outskirts of Mumbai (Bombay). Harnam and Pavan both get separated at the end of the book because there is a situation that forces them to go apart. How do such events affect these two friends? How do these two friends
meet again after all these years? How do they feel after meeting each other again? What does Pavan think about Harnam who he had not seen for many years and has forgotten over time.
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